
LA TRAVIATA

Welcome to the Opera!
We have gathered interactive lessons, along with information pages, summaries,

and an array of recommended videos here to invite young people, families, and

teachers into the world of opera. The information below can be used to help

prepare students and families before (or after) watching HGO’s La Traviata by

Giuseppe Verdi. You will also find answers to some basic questions about opera. 

Looking for a chance to meet an opera singer? 

Email us at community@hgo.org find out how!

An opera in three acts, sung in Italian 

Music by Giuseppe Verdi (1813-1901) 

Libretto by Francesco Maria Piave (1810-1876) 

World premiere: Venice, Teatro la Fenice, 1853 
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What is an Opera?
Section 1: About the Opera 

A story told through music with the power of the human voice 
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Houston Grand Opera (HGO) is one of the largest, most innovative, and most

highly acclaimed opera companies in the United States. HGO was the only

American finalist for Opera Company of the Year in the 2019 International Opera

Awards, and the only American company to be nominated twice. In fulfilling its

mission to advance the operatic art, to serve the Houston community, and to be a

global leader in the future of opera, HGO has led the field in commissioning and

producing new works (73 world premieres to date) and in training and nurturing

promising young artists and administrators. The company contributes to the

cultural enrichment of Houston and the nation through a diverse and innovative

program of performances, community events, and education projects that reaches

the widest possible public. HGO’s pioneering community engagement initiative,

HGO Community and Learning, has served as a model for other arts organizations.

HGO has toured extensively and has won a Tony, two Grammy awards, and two

Emmy awards. It is the only opera company to win all three honors.

About Houston Grand Opera

Houston Grand Opera Community & Learning initiatives have engaged with

Houston’s dynamic, diverse and multigenerational population since 2007. By

providing authentic and enriching experiences through collaborative partnerships

with schools, families, community organizations, and curious members of society,

Community and Learning explores the intersection between the art of opera and

the needs of the people HGO serves. Initiatives include developing new operatic

works and conversations that resonate thematically with the Opera’s audiences

and, each season, offering popular, accessible programs like the Student

Performance Series, Opera to Go!, and Storybook Opera in over 100 schools in

Houston and throughout Texas. 

Learn more by visiting hgo.org/community 

About HGO Community & Learning 



HGO and New Works

 In fulfilling its mission to advance the operatic art to serve an ever-evolving audience, HGO

leads the field in commissioning new operas with 73 world premieres to date. In addition to

commissioning operas of all scales and for all audiences, HGO explores new work

development through the commissioning of song cycles, chamber works, choral works, and

more. With an additional 14 world premieres in a variety of genres, Houston Grand Opera

boasts 87 new work world premieres to date.

Among HGO’s notable premieres are five operas by Carlisle Floyd,- three operas by Jake

Heggie, Cruzar la Cara de la Luna by José "Pepe" Martínez and Leonard Foglia, Nixon in

China by John Adams and Alice Goodman, The Little Prince by Rachel Portman and Nicholas

Wright, Monkey and Francine in the City of Tigers by Kamala Sankaram and David

Johnston, Little Women by Mark Adamo, and Florencia en el Amazonas by Daniel Catán and

Marcela Fuentes-Berain, the first opera in Spanish to be commissioned by a major US

company.
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The Myth: OPERA IS MELODRAMATIC AND EVERYBODY DIES

The Facts: Opera is a medium of expression, like “TV show” or

“film.” There are genres of opera that are melodramatic,

where everyone dies; there are also genres of opera that are

comedic, romantic, horrific, gory, scary, and adventurous. The

whole range of human emotion is experienced in opera, and

there is at least one genre of opera for everyone.

The Myth: OPERA SINGERS WEAR HORNS AND BLOND BRAIDS

The Facts: Sometimes! In operas like Die Walküre by Richard

Wagner, where characters from Norse mythology populate  the

story, singers are often costumed with horns and braids,

especially in traditional productions. Meanwhile,

contemporary designers and directors have costumed

Wagner’s characters in clothing inspired by our present-day,

futuristic fantasies, and even hazmat suits!  Modern operas

like The Shining, based on the Stephen King book and movie,

skip the horns entirely, and costume the characters in clothes

you might see in 1975. Costume designers are pros at

matching clothes with the story, time and location, and

imagination of the stage director – just like in TV shows, films,

and musicals. 

The Myth: OPERA IS IN ITALIAN AND I WON’T UNDERSTAND IT 

The Facts: Musical storytelling has been part of human

expression for millennia, in all cultures and areas of the world.

The Western European roots of what we call opera today

began in Italy over 400 years ago, so a lot of the first operas

are in Italian. As opera spread across the globe, they were

written in many more languages: French, German, Czech,

Russian, Spanish, Vietnamese, English, and many more. No

matter what language it’s performed in, though, you’ll always

be able to understand it: opera houses project English

translations of the text above the stage so you know what

they’re singing. Beyond the words, you can close your eyes

and concentrate on the sound of the instruments and voices to

understand the universal emotions being expressed. 
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Vocabulary
There are a lot of words used in operas that are not used in many other places. Review the list below:

ACCOMPANIMENT The musical background provided for a principal part.

ARIA A musical piece for solo voice focusing on emotional expression.

BARITONE The middle range male voice.

BASS The lowest male voice.

CHORUS A group of singers who sing and act in a group.

COLORATURA Elaborate ornamentation of a vocal line; or a voice having the ability and agility to

sing many notes quickly, usually in an extended range.

COMPOSER The person who writes the music.

CONDUCTOR The person who leads the singers and orchestra.

COSTUMES The clothes the performers wear to help tell the story.

DUET A musical piece for two performers.

ENSEMBLE Two or more singers singing and expressing their emotions at the same time.

FINALE The last musical number of an act or show. It usually involves most of the cast and often

repeats musical themes from the show.

LIBRETTIST The person who writes the words of an opera.

LIBRETTO Literally ‘little book,’ this is the text or words of an opera.

MEZZO-SOPRANO The middle female voice, usually darker and fuller than a soprano.

OPERA Storytelling using words and music. The synthesis of all art forms.

OVERTURE/PRELUDE Introductory orchestral music in an opera. In later opera, it sets the theme or

mood for the coming drama or comedy, containing musical material to be heard later in the work. In

the early operas, it was simply used to quiet the audience.

PROPS Objects placed on the stage and used by the actors; an abbreviation of the word

“properties.”

RECITATIVE Singing the text on speech-like tones, often used for dialogue.

SCORE The printed page upon which all the vocal and instrumental music of an opera is written.

SET The scenery used on the stage to show location.

SOPRANO The highest female voice.

STAGE DIRECTOR The person who decides how the singers will move on stage and how they will

act while they are singing their parts

TENOR The highest male voice
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Voice Classification on the scale: 

OVERTURE/PRELUDE Introductory orchestral music in an opera. In later opera, it sets the theme or

mood for the coming drama or comedy, containing musical material to be heard later in the work. In

the early operas, it was simply used to quiet the audience.

PROPS Objects placed on the stage and used by the actors; an abbreviation of the word

“properties.”

RECITATIVE Singing the text on speech-like tones, often used for dialogue.

SCORE The printed page upon which all the vocal and instrumental music of an opera is written.

SET The scenery used on the stage to show location.

SOPRANO The highest female voice.

STAGE DIRECTOR The person who decides how the singers will move on stage and how they will

act while they are singing their parts

TENOR The highest male voice



Synopsis (Spoiler Alert!)

THE OPERA IN ONE SENTENCE

A party is taking place at the home of Violetta Valéry, a famous and adored courtesan. She is ill but
tries to keep this to herself. A friend introduces her to Alfredo Germont, who has admired her from
afar. Once alone at the party, Alfredo tells Violetta he is in love with her, but she offers him only
friendship. However, after he leaves, Violetta can’t get him out of her mind; she dreams of the
joyful life she could have if she allowed herself to fall in love. 

Violetta decides to give up her extravagant lifestyle and move to the country with Alfredo. One day while
Alfredo is away, his father Germont arrives unannounced. He asks her to give up his son, explaining that
Violetta’s scandalous past is threatening his daughter’s (Alfredo’s sister) chances for a good marriage.
Violetta finally agrees to sacrifice her own happiness. She leaves Alfredo and returns to her old life without
explanation. A distraught Alfredo seeks revenge for her apparent betrayal. 

Violetta’s illness brings her to the point of death alone in her bed. After hearing about her selfless act from
his father, Alfredo returns to beg forgiveness. Their dream of a happy life together is not to be as she dies in
his arms. 

Violetta and Alfredo fall in love despite their societal differences and flee to the country, only for Alfredo's father
to convince Violetta, who is sick with a fatal illness, to leave his son.
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CAST
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A courtesan in 19th-century Paris.
Violetta lives her life as a woman
on the fringe of society, often
adored but never fully accepted. 

Violetta’s friend. A courtesan like
Violetta, Flora throws lavish
parties at her home. 

A young man from a well-
respected, but not significantly
wealthy family. Alfredo loves
Violetta, and wishes to spend his
life with her. 

Cecilia Violetta López Emily Treigle  Ricardo Garcia 
Violetta Valéry vee-oh-LET-tah 
Soprano

Flora FLOH-rah  
Mezzo-soprano  

Alfredo al-FRAY-doe   
Tenor  

Alfredo’s father. Due to social
propriety, Germont pressures
Violetta to leave Alfredo.  

A wealthy gentleman who
supports Violetta in her lavish
lifestyle. 

Anthony Clark Evans  Eric Taylor Navasard Hakobyan  
Giorgio Germont djare-MONT  
Baritone  

Gastone de Letorières Gah-STONE Baron Douphol doo- FOLE 
Baritone 



CAST

CREATIVE TEAM
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Kelly Markgraf 
Marquese d’Obigny Mar-KESSE 
do-ban-YEE 

Violetta’s physician 

Cory McGee 
Doctor Grenvil grahn-VEEL  
Bass  

A young man from a well-
respected, but not significantly
wealthy family. Alfredo loves
Violetta, and wishes to spend his
life with her.  

Matthew White 
Alfredo al-FRAY-doe   
Tenor  

For the full cast list, please visit our website HGO.org

Matthew Aucoin- Conductor
Arin Arbus- Director
Alex Amsel- Alt Cast Conductor
Riccardo Hernandez- Set Designer
Cait O'Connor- Costume and Puppet Designer
Marcus Doshi- Lighting Designer
Austin McCormick- Original Choreograher
Charlotte Bydwell- Revival Choreographer
Christopher Ash- Projections Designer
Adam Noble- Intimacy/Fight Director
Richard Bado- Chorus Director



SETTING

BACKGROUND

WHAT TO LISTEN FOR

A COURTESAN’S LIFE

LA TRAVIATA ON THE SILVER SCREEN 

In and near Paris, around 1850.

La traviata is based on a novel-turned-play titled The Lady of the Camellias by Alexandre Dumas
fils, the son of the author of The Count of Monte Cristo and The Three Musketeers. This French
work was inspired by the true story of one of Dumas’s lovers, Alphonsine Plessis, who was known
as the courtesan Marie Duplessis during her life, renamed Marguerite Gautier in the book. She
would become the tragic, noble, yet helpless courtesan that Verdi refashioned into the titular
“fallen woman,” Violetta Valéry. Verdi likely had read the novel shortly after it was published in
1848; when he saw the play in Paris in 1852, he immediately began composing music for it. The
opera premiered on March 6, 1853, at the Teatro La Fenice in Venice.

La traviata holds the crown as the world’s most popular opera. Much of its appeal lies in the sheer
number and quality of show-stopping tunes. Each of the three principal roles—Violetta, Alfredo,
and his father, Giorgio Germont—have recognizable tunes that have permeated popular culture.
Listen in the brief Act I prelude how Verdi introduces us to two of the opera’s critical melodies in
reverse chronological order: first the fragility of an ill woman, followed by a broad, falling melody
of unfettered love. The first melody remains fixed, while the second transforms throughout the
opera as Violetta’s story unfolds. 

Options for single women without means were limited in 19th century Paris, and contemporary
accounts tell of countless young women rescued from poverty and drudgery by wealthy, famous, or
influential men. But as Alphonsine Plessis’s health declined, so did her place in society. As her
body degenerated, so did her source of income and her treasured jewels were sold, one at a time.
Dumas knew nothing of her death until he encountered an announcement advertising an auction of
her remaining personal effects, which inspired him to write the first scene of the novel.

Verdi’s opera of a tragically beautiful young woman whose fate is largely determined by the
actions and decisions of wealthy; powerful men has led to numerous contemporary adaptations.
Pretty Woman, the 1990 romantic comedy film starring Julia Roberts and Richard Gere, tells a
similar story—and the plot hinges on the duo attending a performance of the opera—however, it
should be noted that a Parisian courtesan and a Los Angeles prostitute held very different roles in
society. Baz Luhrmann’s 2001 film Moulin Rouge!, along with the 2019 Broadway musical
adaptation, explores a story much closer to the source material as a young writer reflects on his
relationship with the courtesan Satine, the “sparkling diamond” of 1900s Paris.
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FUN FACT 

The premiere of La traviata was met with rambunctious jeering from the audience in Venice, after a poor
showing from the lead singers. Verdi, who measured his success with box office receipts and audience
reception, wrote to a friend the next day what has become one of his most famous lines: “La traviata last
night was a failure. Was the fault mine or the singers’? Time will tell.” Thankfully, TikTok was not around
at that time. 
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THE COMPOSER
GIUSEPPE VERDI (1813-1901)

Giuseppe Verdi was born on October 10, 1813, in Le Roncole,
Italy. A pragmatist at heart, Verdi never considered himself
an intellectual or even a learned musician, an opinion
shared by the conservatory at Milan, which deemed Verdi’s
skills insufficient for admission. Nonetheless, after years of
private tutoring, Verdi had his first opera, Oberto, staged at
La Scala in 1839, mostly because the theater’s impresario,
Bartolomeo Merelli, was a major champion of the young
composer. Merelli’s faith in Verdi was rewarded in 1842
when Nabucco triumphed at La Scala. Verdi underwent an
artistic transformation in the mid and late 1840s, inspired
by his investigations of dramatic literature, which led to his
so called “popular trilogy” – Rigoletto, Il Trovatore, and La
traviata. Verdi wrote some 28 operas in all, nearly a dozen
of which have become repertory standards. A living legend
and political hero in Italy during his later years, Verdi died
in 1901; his funeral reportedly drew nearly 30,000 mourners.
 
Musicologists point to stylistic similarities of Verdi’s operas
in three different compositional periods:
 Some of his more well-known works from his early period
are Nabucco, Ernani, and Macbeth, which are still famous
today. In focusing on dramatic narrative, Verdi began
moving away from his earlier bel canto styles. He
experimented with musical themes and longer, more
through-composed groupings of scenes for dramatic effect.
His three famous works from this period are Rigoletto, Il
trovatore, and La traviata. They were composed to be
similar in scope to some of the famous French grand operas.
Political, revolutionary, and epic in scope and story, Verdi’s
later years are marked by a maturity and gravitas of
intimate relationships upheaved by monumental events.
This period included the famous operas Don Carlos, Aida,
and Otello. He was convinced to come out of retirement,
though, for his final opera, Falstaff, a rambunctious
comedy, a rambunctious comedy in a completely new style
than any other opera in this period.  
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THE LIBRETTIST 
FRANCESCO MARIA PIAVE (1810-1876)  

Although he had a successful career as Stage Director
and poet for major Italian theaters such as,- La Fenice,
Venice (1844-60), and La Scala in Milan (1861-67), 
 Francesco Maria Piave is best known for his
collaborative works on operas with Verdi. Ten of
Verdi’s operas had librettos written by Piave, including
Ernani (1844), Macbeth (1847), Rigoletto (1851), La
traviata (1853), Simon Boccanegra (1857), and La forza
del destino (1862). In 1867, Piave suffered a stroke that
left him completely paralyzed. Verdi helped support
him for the rest of his life and even paid for his funeral. 



Classroom connections
SOCIAL STUDIES

This opera focuses a great deal on society and social classes. Do these social classes still
exist today? Discuss the similarities and differences in social classes between Violetta’s
time and today. 

LITERATURE

Students will read the novel La Dame aux Camélias (The Lady of the Camellias) by
Alexandre Dumas, fils. Discuss art imitating life and the context of Dumas, fils’ real-life
relationship with Marie Duplessis. Find other examples in literature where the characters
are based on actual people.

SCIENCE

Violetta dies of tuberculosis, called ‘consumption’ at that time. An extremely common disease of
that period, it is much less common today. Research the scientific and medical advances that
served to eradicate tuberculosis from the population.

WORLD HISTORY

How do world events shape societal norms? What is going on in the world that influences the way
we determine how people behave? Compare and discuss the kinds of social norms and challenges
Violetta faced in the mid-19th century versus women in 2022? What has changed? What is similar?

TECHONOLOGY AND MEDIA

Create a playlist on YouTube or Spotify to tell Violetta or Alfredo’s side of the story from La traviata
using contemporary songs. Limit the song choices to no more than 8 tracks; present the story to
the class with a presentation created on PowerPoint or Canva. 

World Events in 1853

• Franklin Pierce inaugurated as 14th President of the United States.
• India’s first railway, linking Bombay (now Mumbai) to Thana, opens.
• Explorations in the Arctic lead to John Le Mesurier McClure’s discovery of the Norwest Passage
(c.1853)
• The Gadsden Purchase, land that is now part of southern Arizona and New Mexico, is acquired by
the U.S. from Mexico, completing the present boundary of the continental U.S. 
• Russia proposes to Britain that the two countries share what remains of the Ottoman Empire.
Attempts at resolving religious matters with the Ottoman Empire fail, leading to the Crimean War.
Turkey declares war on Russia; Crimean War continues to 1856.
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Bring the Opera to You! 
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Opera To Go!
Recommended for Grades 2 - 8

Experience high-energy opera, presented at your school, library, or community center in a
fully staged, 45-minute performance. Performances are sung in English and are designed
for today's young audiences. Teachers receive a study guide in advance. 

Monkey and Francine in the City of Tigers
Music by Kamala Sankaram
Libretto by David Johnston 

Monkey and Francine in the City of Tigers is a world premiere opera inspired by Indian,
Chinese, West African mythology, and the Bollywood style. This hilarious fable
demonstrates the power of teamwork as a monkey prince and his brainy sister outwit a
hungry crocodile and escape from the City of Tigers.

Dates: September 26, 2022-December 16, 2022, and January 23, 2023- May 19, 2023–
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays only
First come, first served. Book your performance today
HGO.ORG/OPERATOGO | Operatogo@HGO.ORG | 713-546-0245


